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the relatively easy advance eastward of the Poles; in 1920 the
position was fundamentally different. At the very moment when
the Soviet was proposing peace it was hurrying troops to the
Polish front and making ready for a fresh campaign. Pilsudski
was under no illusion. He was aware that besides gaining time for
concentrating its forces, the Soviet purposed by preaching peace
to shake the ardour of the Polish soldiery, and at the same time to
capture pacifist opinion in Western countries and direct it against
Poland, maliciously pictured as an Imperialist State.
In the West it was not generally known that on April 9, 1918,
the Council of the People's Commissars at Moscow, in a spell of
revolutionary disinterestedness, had annulled by decree the con-
ventions with Prussia and Austria concerning the partitions of
Poland as contrary to the principle of the self-determination of
nations. By this decree Russia gave up all those territories which
belonged to Poland before the first partition in 1772, among
them being Lithuania and Vilna. But when the Soviet Govern-
ment grasped the implications of the decree it set about "inter-
preting" it, and did its best to nullify it. But the decree was not
rescinded, and had an important bearing, favourable to Poland,
on the treaty between the Soviet and Lithuania, of August 12,
1920, as it made that treaty null and void, so far as its territorial
ckuses were concerned, because Russia had abandoned all claims
to the former Polish lands.
POLISH ARMY UNIFIED
By the beginning of 1920 the Polish Army had grown to 600,000
men, in 21 divisions of infantry and 7 brigades of cavalry, drawn
from every part of the country, including Poznania—an exempli-
fication of the unity Poland had now achieved. The unification of
the army had been celebrated by a solemn service at Cracow on
October 19, 1919, but in some respects it was incomplete. Most
officers preserved the traditions of the military training they had
received in the German, Austrian or Russian armies. To remedy
this Pilsudski adopted for all arms the French system of military
instruction, which was furthered by the French Military Mission
under General Henrys.

